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Jamaica 

"Coffee Shop Open Late"

In the most acclaimed, publicized, and talked about zone of Milan of the

magnificent years of Milan for "drinking", in Brera, one finds the Jamaica.

While it was a meeting place for poets and artists at a time when the world

was in a state of revolutionary turmoil, today at the Jamaica students and

people of every age meet looking more to drink and have fun than to

dwell upon the best social systems. Nonetheless, the Jamaica conserves

all of its charm of a vanguard bar with its sparse and simple furnishings

which help one to immerse oneself in the days when fashion, decorations

and superfluous taste were everything. The tables which today occupy the

street, a street free from automobiles, allow you to enjoy a cocktail a few

metres from the Pinacoteca di Brera. Who knows, in the evening you

could even meet a new boat designer or sailor, more or less by profession

who have all but replaced the old cultural vanguard.

 +39 02 87 6723  www.jamaicabar.it/  info@jamaicabar.it  Via Brera 32, Milan

 by Phil Roeder   

El Tombon de San Marc 

"Popular Italian-Style Pub"

In the center of the Brera district, this historic pub has been a favorite with

Milanesi for many years. Many generations have enjoyed and continue to

enjoy this pub which is thought to be one of the oldest in the city, yet still

attracts a varied crowd of students, professionals and many foreigners. All

the traditional pub drinks are found here, from draught beer to cocktails

and long drinks, accompanied by unmissable sandwiches and snacks

which are available until late at night. Don't miss the happy hour which is

sure to surprise you!! This is an excellent place for anyone who is a bit fed

up with usual pubs, and wants to taste a bit of tradition, whilst immersing

oneself in a crowd of like minded people.

 +39 02 659 9507  Via San Marco 20, Milan

 by Marler   

Nottingham Forrest 

"Famous Cocktail Bar"

Renowned as one of the best cocktail bars in the entire world, Nottingham

Forrest is a trendy place with eclectic decor and a varied and extensive

cocktail list. Nibble on bar snacks and discover a new high with their wide

variety of sweet and tangy cocktails. Sit out in the patio and enjoy a drink

and a smoke on a summer evening or soak up the up-beat atmosphere

inside. The service is swift and friendly, making it a smooth experience.

 +39 02 79 8311  www.nottingham-forest.com/  Viale Piave 1, Milan
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 by Lindsey Gira   

Al panino '900 

"Art Nouveay Styled Pub"

The Panino 900 is near Milan's vity centre and makes for a great place to

have a beer or two, the pastel coloured pub, in vague art nouveau style

with its mirrors, glass tables and velours sofas offers a great satmopshere.

There is a wide selection of rolls including some specialitites such as

Arabic bread, piadine and hot pop corn. Beers include Kapuziner,

McEwan's Lager, John Martin and Behamish Stout. The bar is closed on

Sundays.

 +39 02 8940 2127  www.alpanino900.it/  alpanino900@fastwebnet.i

t

 Via Savona 2a, Milan

 by marfis75   

Mag Cafe 

"Cocktail Sensation"

This canal-side bar is one of the best in town when it comes to delicious

concoctions. Decked up with various antique elements, soft lights and

cabinets, Mag Cafe has an old worldly charm to it that soothes your heart.

The bar's back wall done up with many liquor glass bottles is a highlight of

this watering hole. Their mixologists are known to concoct fabulous

cocktails and showcase their art with flair. Surely a treat to watch as well

as sip a drink. Nibble on tasty bites and enjoy live jazz tunes played

nightly.

 +39 02 3956 2875  Ripa di Porta Ticinese 43, Milan

 by Marler   

Living Liqueurs & Delights 

"Vodka Delights"

Opened in 2003, Living Liqueurs & Delights has the distinction of being

Milan's foremost vodka bar. With over 100 labels from across the globe, it

is indeed a haven for vodka lovers. Beautifully designed with bright

furnishings and comfy sofas, it has a trendy vibe to it. It also has a fine

range of Italian wines and a few foreign ones. Their food is equally

delicious and much care is taken in creating the dishes to complement

their drinks.

 +39 02 3310 0824  www.livingmilano.com/  info@livingmilano.com  Piazza Sempione 2, Milan
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